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We develop riteria su ient to enable dete tion of ma ros opi

oheren e where there are not just

two ma ros opi ally distin t out omes for a pointer measurement, but rather a spread of out omes
over a ma ros opi

range.

The

des ription from a mi ros opi
measurement eigenstates. The

riteria provide a means to distinguish a ma ros opi
one based on mixtures of mi ros opi

quantum

superpositions of pointer-

riteria are applied to Gaussian-squeezed and spin-entangled states.

In his essay [1℄ of 1935, S hrödinger dis ussed the issue
of quantum superpositions of ma ros opi ally distin t

P(x)

states, and there has been mu h interest in the possibil-

+1

0

−1

P+(x)

P−(x)

ity of generating su h superpositions [2℄. While there has
been some progress [3, 4℄, the experimental generation of
these superpositions has been hindered by a sensitivity
to de oheren e

aused by a

its environment.

oupling of the system to

Caldeira and Leggett [5℄ have shown

that where losses are unavoidable, a superposition of two
ma ros opi ally dierent states

ψ+ , ψ−

will rapidly de o-

here to a mixture so that the o-diagonal density matrix
element

hψ+ |ρ|ψ− i

S/2

−S/2

x

vanishes.

Yet there has been experimental

onrmation [4, 6, 7℄

of other quantum features su h as squeezing and entan-

Figure 1: Probability distribution for a measurement
gives three distin t regions of out ome:

O whi

h

0, −1,+1.

glement in systems that might be des ribed as ma ros opi , in that they

ontain large numbers of parti les.

The quantum models [4, 8, 9℄ for these systems are more
omplex than those

onsidered by S hrödinger, involv-

ing superpositions of the type
the

ψ−

and

ψ+

ψ− + ψ0 + ψ+

where only

provide ma ros opi ally distinguishable

out omes for some measurement, whi h we will

all the

pointer-measurement eigenstates.
The riteria an be applied to demonstrate su h ma ros opi

oheren e in realisti

lossy systems based on Gaus-

sian squeezed states [9℄ and spin-entangled states [7, 8℄.
These systems have a wide appli ability.

Continuous

pointer measurement [10℄. While these superpositions do

variable squeezing and entanglement have been experi-

not ree t the simple

mentally observed using Gaussian states [6℄, and spin en-

ase dis ussed by S hrödinger, they

do possess ma ros opi

oheren e through the nonzero

o-diagonal matrix element

The extent however to whi h a quantum signature observed on a ma ros opi
underlying ma ros opi
The ma ros opi
measurement

mi ros opi

system is a tually due to an
oheren e needs

areful analysis.

spread in the out omes of the pointer

ould also be generated from mixtures of

superpositions - that is, superpositions of

pointer measurement eigenstates that have only mi ros opi

dieren es in their predi tions for the pointer mea-

surement. De oheren e ee ts are likely to degrade the
system to su h mixtures, where ma ros opi

oheren e is

lost.
In this paper we address this issue by extending the
on ept of a signature for ma ros opi

oheren e to sit-

uations that do not give only two ma ros opi ally distin t out omes. Spe i ally, we derive measurement
teria su ient to

onrm an intrinsi

diagonal matrix element of type
lently, the

ma ros opi

hψ+ |ρ|ψ− i.

ma ros opi version of a type of Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen
paradox [11℄.
We

superpositions of

onsider a ma ros opi

is a pointer measurement

O

system

A

for whi h there

giving out omes

x

spread

x
I = −1, 0, 1 orresponding to x ≤ −S/2,−S/2 < x < S/2 and x ≥ S/2,
that have probabilities P− , P0 , P+ , respe tively.
The
binned out omes −1 and +1 are onsidered to be ma ros opi ally distin t when S is ma ros opi . We dene ψ+ ,
ψ0 and ψ− to be quantum states ertain to produ e results only in the region +1 , 0 and −1, respe tively.
over a ma ros opi

range (Figure 1). The domain for

is partitioned into three distin t regimes

We dene a generalized ma ros opi

c+ ψ+ + c0 ψ0 + c− ψ−

o-

Equiva-

ensembles [4℄. We also

dis uss how the signatures allow for a demonstration of a

ri-

riteria enable falsi ation of any quantum

des ription involving only mi ros opi

tanglement has been realized in multi-parti le photoni
systems [7℄, and between atomi

hψ+ |ρ|ψ− i.

superposition

(1)

c± , c0 are probability amplitudes but with
c+ , c− 6= 0, and where the minimum separation S between the out omes for ψ+ and ψ− is ma ros opi . These

where

2

ma ros opi superpositions [4, 6, 7, 8, 9℄ possess a ma ros opi

oheren e in the sense of a nonzero matrix element

hψ− |ρ|ψ+ i, where ρ is the system density operator.
su h, ρ annot be onstru ted as a mixture of only mi
s opi

As

ro-

and using the Cau hy-S hwarz inequality.

(PL ∆2L x + PR ∆2R x)∆2 p ≥ [

O

≥ [

only mi ros opi ally distin t.

ρ=

r
where the

In this

(2)

ontext, we dene
superposi-

tion (1) to mean that there must exist, in any expansion

ρ,

a nonzero probability

Pr

does not exist, so that (2)
the

|ψr i

of (2)

out omes

x

for a state

an be written without (1),

an only be superpositions of states with

lying within two adja ent regions

I, I + 1.

ρmix = PL ρL + PR ρR
Here

ρR

(3)

is a quantum density operator

O

onstrained only

I = 1 or
0, so that x > −S/2; similarly ρL always predi ts either
I = −1 or 0, so that x < S/2. PL and PR are arbitrary
ondition that it predi ts for

I = 0, +1.

PR (x) = PR0 PR0 (x) + PR+ P+ (x)

a result

where

S/2)

PL + PR = 1.

The mixtures (3), that
sitions bar the ma ros opi

an in orporate all superpoone (1), are

onstrained to

satisfy measurable minimum un ertainty relations (inequalities) that form the key results, given as theorems,
of this paper. Violation of any one of these un ertainty
relations thus a ts as a signature of the existen e of the
ma ros opi

superposition (1).

The origin of this signature

an be understood by not-

ρmix the Heisenberg un ertainty relation
∆ x∆ p ≥ 1 for results x and p of omplementary observables O and P applies to ea h of ρR and ρL , so that

PR0 (x) ≡ PR (x|x < S/2)

(4)

2
2
(∆L/R x and ∆L/R p are the varian es for ρL/R ). In addition, ea h of these density operators, being restri ted to
a smaller domain, has an upper limit to its varian e for

x

that does not apply to the ma ros opi

superposition

(1) whi h would des ribe the whole statisti s. This imposes a minimum fuzziness in

p

for ea h of

ρR

and

I = 0 or I = +1 respe tively. We use [12℄ to
∆2R x = PR0 ∆2R0 x+PR+ ∆2+ x+PR0 PR+ (µ+ −µR0 )2 ,
2
2
where µ+ (∆+ x) and µR0 (∆R0 x) are the averages
(varian es) of P+ (x) and PR0 (x), respe tively. Using
PR0 ≤ P0 /(P0 + P+ ),∆2R0 x ≤ S 2 /4, PR+ ≤ 1 and
0 ≤ µ+ − µR0 ≤ µ+ + S/2, we obtain
write

∆2R x ≤ ∆2+ x +

where

Superpositions (1) that have redu ed or squeezed varip, so that ∆2 p → 0, are able to violate the on2
straint that is thus pla ed on ∆ p.

an e in

We derive a parti ular form for the limit of pre ision
spe ied for the mixture (3) by

ombining (4) and (5)

(8)

0
≤ ∆2− x+ P0P+P
[(S/2)2 + (µ− − S/2)2 ],
−
∆2± x are the mean and varian e of P± (x),

µ±

and

dened (Figure 1) as the normalized positive and negative parts of P (x) (P+ (x) = P (x|x ≥ S/2) and P− (x) =
P (x|x ≤ −S/2)). We substitute (8) in (6), and use
P0 + P+ ≥ PR and P0 + P− ≥ PL to derive the following
theorem whi h is the main result of this paper.

Theorem 1:

The mixture (3) implies

(∆2ave x + P0 δ)∆2 p ≥ 1

(9)

2
2
2
where we dene ∆ave x = P+ ∆+ x + P− ∆− x and δ ≡
2
2
2
2
{(µ+ + S/2) + (µ− − S/2) + S /2} + ∆+x + ∆2− x. Measurements of the probability distributions for

x and p are

all that is needed to determine all the terms in this inequality.

Given those distributions, one

the maximum value of

Theorem

subsystems

ρL ,
(5)

P0
[(S/2)2 + (µ+ + S/2)2 ]
P0 + P+

2
and similarly∆L x

S

2: Where we have a system

A

and

B,

an sear h for

for whi h there is a violation.
omprised of

the mixture (3) implies

(∆2ave x + P0 δ)∆2inf p ≥ 1

and hen e for the mixture (3), whi h must satisfy [12℄

∆2 p ≥ PL ∆2L p + PR ∆2R p.

P+ (x) ≡ PR (x|x ≥
x in

are the normalised distributions for a result

ing that for
2
2

∆2L x∆2L p ≥ 1, ∆2R x∆2R p ≥ 1

and

(7)

region

probabilities for these left and right sides of the out ome
domain, so that

(6)

Thus

superposition

The density operator then assumes the following form

by the

Pi ∆i x∆i p]2

To express in terms of varian es that are a tually measur∆2R/L x in terms
2
of ∆± x. We partition the probability distribution PR (x),
for a result x given ρR , a ording to its out ome domains

|ψr i of type (1).

ases where the ma ros opi

Now in all

i=L,R

able, we derive the upper bound on the

the existen e of the generalized ma ros opi
of

Pi ∆2i p]

≥ 1

Pr |ψr ihψr |

|ψr i are pure states.

X

X

i=L,R

Most generally, the system is a mixed state

X

Pi ∆2i x][

i=L,R

superpositions whi h superpose states with predi -

tions for

X

(10)

ase the ρL and ρR of (3) are density operators for
2
2
omposite system. We dene ∆inf p = ∆ p̃ where p̃ =
p−gpB and g is a onstant. The ∆2inf p an be interpreted
B
as the error in the inferen e of p based on a result p of a
B
measurement on B , if we infer p to be gp
[13℄, and has
In this
the

been measured in experiments
of the EPR paradox [6℄.

on erned with realisation

To optimize violation of the

3
inequality, we would, given the joint measurement of p
B
2
and p , hoose g in su h a way to minimise ∆inf p. The
2
ideal ase of ∆inf p = 0 ree ts a maximum orrelation
B
between measurements p and p at A and B . The proof

10

S

1

S

0.5

of Theorem 2 follows similarly to that of Theorem 1,
2
2
ex ept that we use the un ertainty relation ∆ x∆ p̃ ≥ 1
based on the

ommutation

Theorem 3:

/∆x

max

0
1

5

1.6

Suppose the spin measurement Jz at A
m with a probability distribution P (m)
that indi ates I = +1, 0, −1 respe tively for m ≥ S , S >
m > −S , m ≤ −S . The assumption of any mixture that

2

∆x∆p

[x, p̃].

gives out ome

Inequality violation

0

∆x

5

ex ludes (1) will always imply

∆Jx ∆inf Jy ≥

X
I=±1

PI2 |hJz iI |/(PI + P0,I )

(11)

ditional on

is the mean of

m

satisfying either

[14℄ follows that of Theorem 1, but results are based on
the spin un ertainty relations.

Violation of inequalities (9), (10) or (11) would provide

onrmation of a superposition (1) with separations

between

ψ−

ma ros opi

ψ+ of at least S . Su h onrmation (for
S ) holds interest in relation to S hrödinger's

and

1935 essay, in that it is demonstrated that mi ros opi
superpositions alone, or mixtures of them,

annot ex-

plain the observed statisti s. An appropriate extension
of S hrödinger's des ription of the

Figure 2:

Violation of (9) (and (10)) for single- (and two-

mode) squeezed minimum un ertainty states.

Inset shows

behavior for general Gaussian-squeezed states.

PI (m), the distribution onI = +1 or I = −1. The
∆inf Jy is dened similarly to ∆inf p, to be ∆J˜y where
J˜y = Jy −gJyB , and JyB is a measurement at B . Jx and Jy
refer to spin measurements made on subsystem A. Here
P0,+ (P0,− ) is the probability that the result m of Jz satises 0 ≤ m < S (−S < m < 0), and the P+ (P− ) in this
ase is the probability for m ≥ S (m ≤ −S ). The proof
Here

hJz iI

1
2

10

The maxi-

S/∆x giving violation of (9) (and (10)) is plotted versus
∆x∆p (repla e ∆p with ∆inf p for two-mode ase).

mum

Cal ulations show maximum orrelation between Jy and
JyB , so ∆inf Jy = 0. State (12) predi ts violations of (11)
for all S up to j , to onrm a superposition of type (1).
onsider single- and two-mode momentum2
†2
† †
squeezed states S(r)|0i = er(a −a ) |0i and er(ab−a b ) |0i
Se ond, we

[9℄.

Here

spe tively;

a,b
|0i

are boson operators for elds

A,B

re-

We dene quadra†
ture phase amplitude measurements X = a + a , P =
(a − a† )/i, XB = b + b† , PB = (b − b† )/i; out omes of X
and

is the va uum state.

P (∆X∆P ≥ 1)

are denoted

These states for large

r

perpositions (1) of the

x

and

p

respe tively.

are generalized ma ros opi

su-

ontinuous set of eigenstates

|xi

of the pointer measurement

X.

The wave fun tion is

ψ(x) = exp[−x2 /4∆2 x]/(2π∆2 x)1/4

at is given in footnote

(13)

[15℄.
The inequalities are not violated by all ma ros opi
superpositions.

Nevertheless we present two important

pra ti al examples of generalized ma ros opi
tions (1) that predi t violations. First, we

superposionsider the

entangled spin superposition state [8, 16℄:

j

is large.

This state for lower values of

(12)

j

has

A (|j, miB are spin eigenstates of sub|j, miA |j, miB = |m, mi, the state
(12) is a superposition of states | − j, −ji, ..., |j, ji having a ma ros opi range of 2j for out omes of Jz . It
thus possesses a nonzero oheren e h−j, −j|ρ|j, ji. The
for a subsystem

B ).

Denoting

experimental

riterion (11) provides a means to distin-

guish the ma ros opi

and

∆2 x = cosh(2r)

the single and two-mode states.

respe tively for

The probability dis-

tribution of p in the single-mode ase is Gaussian with
2
2
varian e ∆ p = 1/∆ x, indi ating a squeezing of noise

1.

The two-mode state has
∆2inf p = 1/∆2 x is
hP PB i/hPB PB i whi h min-

squeezing in the momenta sum and

been realised in systems based on parametri ampli a2
tion [7℄. Here |j, miA are the J , Jz spin eigenstates
system

∆2 x = e2r

below the quantum limit of

j
X
1
|ψi = √
|j, miA |j, miB
2j + 1 m=−j
where

where

quantum des ription (12) from a

mi ros opi one based only on superpositions, like |ψr i =
√
(|j, ji + |j − 1, j − 1i)/ 2, whi h have h−j, −j|ρ|j, ji = 0.

obtained for the hoi e g =
2
imises ∆inf p [13℄. The Gaussian distribution P (x) =
√
2
exp[−x /2∆2 x]/( 2π∆x) for X implies a ma ros opi
range of values

x

in the highly squeezed limit.

S(r)|0i with r large is a superpo′
sition possessing nonzero matrix elements hx|ρ|x i where
′
x − x is ma ros opi . But whether or not su h generalThe squeezed state

ized ma ros opi

oheren e is preserved in a real exper-

iment given the sensitivity to loss is an open question.
The inequalities (9) and (10)

ould be used to

the preservation of su h ma ros opi

onrm

oheren e. Viola-

tion of (9) and (10) is predi ted for the ideal squeezed
′
states to onrm superpositions (1) with S = x − x
up to

0.5

of the standard deviation

probability distribution

P (x).

∆x

of the Gaussian

The observation of large

4

2
squeezing (∆ p

= 1/∆2 x → 0) for these minimum unertainty squeezed states where ∆x∆p = 1 will onrm a
generalised ma ros opi
oheren e (1) with S → ∆x/2.
However, while signi ant squeezing and Gaussian

probability distributions have been measured [6, 17℄, the
states generated experimentally are not the ideal min-

S(r)|0i.
Generally, we have ∆x∆p > 1 (or ∆x∆inf p > 1). For
su h Gaussian-squeezed states, the maximum S giving
violation of (9) redu es from .5∆x to 0 as ∆x∆p (or
∆x∆inf p) in reases to ∼ 1.6 (Figure 2). Tests of at least

imum un ertainty squeezed states dened by

mesos opi

superpositions

ould be feasible though for

well-squeezed systems that maintain a good approxima-
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